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3D Lettering Using Klicks
PLEASE NOTE: Your 3D letters are installed with Kliks to hang away from the wall. The Kliks, along with full-size 
templates make it easier to install your letters. Please read through these entire directions before starting the 
project. Kliks should ONLY be used for cut letters and are not to be used with other signs.

3D Lettering Checklist:

 � Letters

 � Paper template

 � Masking tape 

 � Level

 � Bag of kliks, glue, and screws (includes drywall anchors)

 � Ladder, lift, scaffolding

 � Awl or other sharp pointed tool 

 � Pencil

 Layout and spell your phrase. Layout your letters to ensure you have them all and are 
us-ing the correct letters. For example; do not use “n” as a “u”, etc.

 Attach Klik heads (the clear piece) one letter at a time. Use the supplied glue to apply 
a coating inside the marked circle on the back of the letters. Fill entire circle. Cover the 
Klik head with glue and press onto marked circle. Ensure there is ample glue under and 
around the Klik head. Repeat this step for all heads on each letter. 

IMPORTANT: Please test the Klik head to ensure it is completely secure to the letter 
before marking your pilot holes or hanging letters. You can install the paper templates 
while waiting for the glue to dry. Glue takes approximately 15-20 minutes to dry.

 Mark drill holes. You have two options for marking the drill holes.

A. Lay the paper template on a flat surface or a clean floor. Place the letter against 
the template letter and press firmly. The Klik head has a sharp point to make a 
puncture mark in the paper template. You will then place the template on the wall 
where the letters will be placed.

B. Hang the paper template on the wall where the letters will be hung and press the 
letters onto the paper template to mark the holes.

 Tape the paper template in position on your wall, ensuring the letters are level, use the 
dashed line through the letters as your guide. If you have not already pressed your letters 
into the paper template to mark it, do so now.

 Transfer the marked drill holes onto the wall with an awl or sharp object. Drill pilot 
holes for each mark. Remove template. We strongly recommend the use of the supplied 
drywall anchors for a more secure fit.

 Screw the Klik receptor (the black piece) into the pilot holes. DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN. 
You should leave the Klik receptor slightly loose to allow movement when aligning letters. 
Repeat this step until all Klik receptors are installed.

 Line up letter so Klik head lines up with Klik receptor and firmly press into place. The 
letter is properly attached when your hear the Klik “snap” into place. If necessary letters 
can be removed and replaced by gently pulling near the Klik snap.

 Use a damp cloth to wipe off any fingerprints.












